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To achieve the climate neutrality target we need to maintain and expand our natural carbon sinks.

Sequestering carbon into agricultural soil via photosynthesis is scalable, affordable, and immediate.
The way to sequester carbon is via regenerative farming practices

These 5 practices are proven to develop carbon enriched soils...

- Plant cover crops
- Use no-till farming
- Rotate crops
- Reduce inputs
- Incorporate livestock
Improved Drought Tolerance
Decreased Inputs Required
Improved infiltration and reduced erosion
Better soil structure and soil health
Protecting Yields, Especially in Challenging Weather Years

* outcomes are potential benefits.
How Carbon by Indigo works

**Farmer Steps**

1. Registration
   - Confirm eligibility, upload field boundaries and sign contract

2. Plan
   - Grower plans and adds new regenerative practices

3. Practice change
   - Grower implements practice changes

4. Data capture
   - Grower submits end of historical and end-season data

5. Quantification & Modelling
   - Soil sampling; Indigo models grower baseline and quantifies net GHG abatement and soil carbon sequestration

6. Verification & issuance
   - Offsets are verified, validated, and issued to Indigo

7. Sale of carbon credits
   - Indigo sells carbon offsets

8. Farmer gets paid
   - Indigo transfers value of offset to grower

**Indigo Steps**
Key attributes of verified carbon credits

**Verified**

Carbon by Indigo credits are fully approved by third-party verifiers in accordance with our registry-approved methodology.

**Additional**

The climate impact would not have happened without the purchase of the credit.

**Real**

The credit completely measures impact on greenhouse gases, accounting for all effects of the project that created it (for example, not preserving one forest by enabling another to be chopped down).

**Permanent**

We guarantee 100-year permanence for our credits, enabled by advanced monitoring and secured by a credit buffer pool with the registry.
Thank you

Learn more at www.indigoag.com/carbon
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